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Murray Art Guild Open
House Is Very Successful
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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December I 0, 1968

Vol. LXXXIX No. 292

Accident Reported
Incorrectly Here
In the City Police report of
the traffic accident of the Key
and Cochran cars on Friday at
five p.m. the position of the
cars was reported incorrectln.
Chief of Police Brent Manning said the 1969 Chevrolet
Caprice, driven by Lynda Cochran of Fairlane Drive, was going west on Sycamore Street,
and the 1960 Rambler four door
sedan driven by Odell Frances
Key of 410 South 6th Street,
was going east on Sycamore
Street.
Manning said the Key car
made a left turn in front of
the Cochran car, the reverse of
the wreck report which was
published in Saturday's Ledger
& Times.
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In Viet Swamplands

by United Press International
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 10,
the 345th day of 1968 with 21 to
follow.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus
and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1817, Mississippi was admitted to the Union as the
20th state
In 1898, Spain signed the
Treaty of Paris officially ending the Spanish-American War
and giving Guam, Puerto Rico
and the Philippines to the Unit $
ed States.
In 1901, distribution of thee
first Nobel prises got underway
on the death anniversary of
Alfred Nobel.
In 1941, Japanese troops
landed on northern Luzon in
the Philippines.
A thought for the day —
American poet Emily Dickenson said. "Success is counted.
sweetest by those who never
succeed."

New Army "Paddy" Boot Cuts Casualties

By HARRY KURSH
Centro! Press Assocsatson
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Eltephenacci Mg.. Detroit, Mich
many intriguing items
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variety of wounds look like.
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SIMISCREPTION RATES By Oarrier in Murray. per week 26c. par tucky family to take a few at- tomahawk wounds to those inMonk $1.10 In Calk:may and adjoining counues, per year, $510; home precautions with Christ- flicted by nuclear weapons
anis 1 & 2, WOO. Elsewhere $11.00. All service auteerlptions $100 mu trees and decorations. Now, it may not be long before
Simple rules, if followed, can the museum might also show
'Ma Onstaading civil nest se a Omananity le the
LIU- After briefing
prevent homes from being de- what happens to a foot-soldier's
Integrtty el It. Newspaper"
President Johnson at the
stroyed and lives lost due to foot when his boots aren't just
White House in Washington,
decorations catching on firs. right for the occasion.
Averell Harriman, chief U.S.
The man who may garner all
, In selecting a tree, keep in
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negotiator at the Paris peace
mind a fresh-cut one with the the credit for it is perhaps least
talks, tells newsmen all
needles still green is safer than likely to show it, either in appearance or in rank. He is Lt
one which has dried out.
North Vietnamese troops
The butt should be sawed off CoL Foster H. Taft Jr., a surmust be withdrawn from the
geon who had served as medical
one inch above the old cut, and battalion commander
DMZ before the talks can
By UNITZD RISS INTIMNATIONAL
for the
placed in a stand that contains 9th Infantry Division fighting
turn to serious military and
water. The tree should be kept in Vietnam's legendary Mekong
political issues
NEW YORK — Mayor John V. Lindsay, after a con- in water until it is disposed . Delta.
ference with President-elect Richard M. Nixon on the
Strings containing
• • •
It all began when Col. Taft.
problems of the cities:
lights should be checked for of Palo Alto, Calif., noticed that
giraffe usually
bull
big
A
"He's got a very wide open mind. He's a good listen- frayed wires, loose connections, there was a high rate of casWind acts on water to prosleeps standing up.
and broken sockets. Bulbs made ualues among GIs fighting in
duce surface waves.
In the United States generally Vietnam swamps, whereas capsafer; imported ones may tured enemy troops had shown
MOSCOW — The Soviet news agency Tans, rejecting are
have dangerous hot spots. Elec- "no ill effects." The American
the United States' contention that Russia has no grounds
tric cord sets with built-in fuses combat casualties were infanfor protest on American warships being in the Black are strongly recommended.
trymen who could not return to
Sea because it occurs every six months:
Putting lights on arti/kial battle because they were vicWSM-i v
VVLAC-TV
WSIX-TV
"Provocation remains provocation regardless of the trees is dangerous and should tims of a severe fungus foot inChannel 4
Channel 5
Channel 8
fection.
fact that is is repeated twice a year"
never be attempted. For this
• • •
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type of tree, indirect lighting is
.00 News: Wthr, Sets. News: wthr.i *ores MavitrIcit
THE real seriousness of the
:30 Jerry Lewis Show Lancer
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permissable
and
will
prevent
CHICAGO — Federal Judge William J Campbell,
problem attracted Colonel Taft's
;OS Jo•rf Lewn Show [Ancor
Mod Sou*
:30 Julia
attention following a tough bataccusing Daniel Walker of going against an agreement shock
tterS Skelton Hour
A Guide to the
Lt. Col. Foster H. Taft points to unique mesh do:el eitti:
Red Skelton Hour
tle with the enemy in July,
Swinging Bachelor
with him not to release a report on the Chicago concombat
of
sign,
new
part
boot h• came up with
'311
its Swine of
Doris Day Show
Artificial trees with built-in
Move
AO
vention disorders this summer until a grand jury could lighting marked "Underwriters 1967.
ed Minutes
Awn—
"Violent Saturday"
:31 Movie
60 Minutes
"At the end of the heavy five- the flow of water to the outside minutes.
Movie
see it:
Laboratories" (UL) are approv- day battle," declared Taft, "50 and decrease the temperature
11itexsztt Wt
s:;;
:
;, Sots. pte
arrerytys; m:thr.; Sots, News, Stritir.; Salts
Taft also has been credJoey
Bishop Show
"If Mr. Walker had followed his agreement with me ed for safe use.
ited with the design of a new
per cent of our troops could not Inside.
Perry Mason
Jele• Bishop
Williams advises most do-it- return for the sixth day. Each
The officer took his research I combat helmet which eliminates
all this controversy would have been avoided. I can't
Movlit•
Jar/ Bishop
:R Mary Wiese Mow "No Questions Astrid" News
yourself flame proofing treat- man's feet, legs and lower body And ideas to the Army Materiel I irritation from the chin strap,
for the life of me understand why he didn't."
:311 Mary °ratio Shaw Phovio
ments for trees are ineffective were red and itchy from fungus Command and to the Army Na- alleviates headaches caused by
Mary Griffin Ws*
tick Laboratories in Massachu- tight straps and because of a
growth
secondary
and
a
bacand
should
be
avoided.
BELFAST, Northern Ireland—Capt. Terence O'Neill,
setts.
tighter,
non-slipping
had
teria
developed
fit
top
of
on
makes
A
Christmas
tree
should
be
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prime minister of Northern Ireland, appealing for an
• • •
it possible for the combat soldplaced away from heat or an this."
end to two months of street disorders between Roman
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ier
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A
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medical
hands
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Woranio
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for
at
30
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open flame and where an exit
new boots — already dubbed all times.
Catholics and Protestants:
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CBS Hews
on,
• Treater
will not be blocked if the free his concern over troop comfort,
SO
Show
Morning
Junction
Country
Bonnie Pruden Show
as well as medical care and "paddy" boots—have been testHowever. Taft is not resting
"I am not a man given to extravagant language. should catch fire.
7 .1 Trodayt WMo,
Country
Show
Bew
safety. Collie! Taft at once ed, according to the Army, and on his laurels. According to an
Junction: `,:t"f;7,
Bozo
But I must say to you that our conduct over the coming
All indoor holiday lighting launched
the results have been character- Army spokesman, -Some of his
Pete Hervey Eitaliljn
a
personal
n(
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irr00
00
research
Bozo Show
days and weeks will decide ow- future We are on the should be turned off when
30
9oro Snow
project to come up with a new ized as "very successful."
cu‘vent projects include cooler
brInk of chaos, where neighbor could be set against leaving the house or retiring combat boot that would mini- i The
9
colonel's efforts have not flight jackets for Vietnam -based
for the night.
neighbor."
ilk 00 earsOnelltv
Andy of Maybe'
mize or prevent fungus - foot gone entirely unheralded. He Army pilots, reinflatable water
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SP
30 Hollywood Sauer* Dick Van Dyke Snow
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Safety tips for other Christ- casualties.
I was recently awarded the covet- wings for delta soldiers, and
1 1 .11
mas decorations include the
The main idea, according to l ed Legion of Merit for reducing general issue of the ambubag,
77:1':`,1° Psi,
following:
Taft, was to design a boot I the average evacuation time of which is an expedient hand-opWRDNESDAY 4FTERNOON PROGRAMS
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

12

Don't use polystyrene foam
for candle holders or for decorations where lighted candles are used.
LIDO= a TIMMS nia
Dispose of gift wrappings
The Murray High Music Department will give their promptly and safely. The fireannual Christmas program, the carol cantata, "This IS place is not a safe place ti
burn them.
Noel", tomorrow in the high school auditorium.
Pictured today is the student body of the Woodlawn
School of 1931. The picture is published through the Gradual Ristirentont
courtesy of Mrs. J. L Lassiter, -507 Chestnut Street,
PORTLAND. Ore. (UPI) —
Murray.
To help employes approaching
Mr. and Mrs. Bob L Miles, 526 Whitnell, are the retirement age to become used
to having more time on their
parents of a eon born at the Murray Hospital.
hands and to cultivate worthTheresa Resig, Carolyn Reaves, Jennifer Taylor, Ann
while ways to spend it, a comRyan Cooper, and Sherri Payne presented the program pany here has adopted an exat the meeting of the Sigma Department of the Murray tended vacation plan.
Under the Omark Industries
Woman's Club.
plan, employes with 25 years'
service are entitled to six'weeks'
vacation, and workers with 40
years' service merit nine weeks.
In addition to easing the workers' transition into retirement,
LSDGER
TIMES PUC
the plan also will enable the
Pictured today is the new $800 score board and clock company to get accustomed to
no longer having the services
presented to Murray High School by the Murray Lions of
key, long-time employes. a
Club. Also pictured are W. Z. Carter, Superintendent of spokesman pointed out.
Murray Schools, Rev. 8. C. McKee, R. L Wade, and Leonard Vaughn of the Lions Club.
Dr. Woodfln Hutson is taking a three weeks post Birdlike Appetite
NEW YORK (UPI)—Nobody
graduate course at the University of Michigan dental
can have the "appetite of a
school, Ann Arbor, Mich.
bird " If a newborn baby ate as
Murray State won over Southeast Missouri 55 to 51, much food as a baby crow does
and Murray Training School edged New Concord 31-27 for eight months, he would
In basketball games.
weigh about 200 pounds
Murray State's two top debate teams who with their
mach., Prof J A. Tracy, went to a "warm-up" debate
meet at Oxford, Miss, last week are pictured. They are
Emmett Burkeen, Edwin Norris, Jr., Dale Faughan, and
William Prince.
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Paris, Tennessee
Route 3 - 14 Miles on Murray Highway
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DEMONSTRATION PLANNER
A leading planner of the
rioto(is demonstration at the
Democratic National Convention in Chicago, David
Dellinger waits to testify before the House un-American
Activities Committee in
Washington. DC,
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Women Are Cardinal Says Control Up
Popular
To Conscience Of Couples
With Writers

FRANKFORT
Judging
By JOHN MICHAEL
—
(UPI) — Britain's
from the wealth of information
written about her in recent only Roman Catholic Cardinal
years, the American woman is today left the use of artificial
a subject of high interest to birth control up to the conboth male and female authors. science of each married couple
Goodrich C. Schauffler decid- "A man is bound to follow
ed to communicate with Amer- his conscience." said Cardinal
ican mothers by writing a book, John Carmel Heenan. "The tea
"Guiding Your Daughter to ching of the church is that a
Confident Womanhood"
man must do this even if his
Another male author, Elmer conscience is in error."
L Winter, expanded his area
In Vatican City, church sourof concentration to include all ces indicated displeasure with
37 million gainfully employed Heenan's statement.
American women. He researchA high Vatican source said
ed and wrote "Women At Heenan's thesis was "too simWork". In it, he reveals every- ple." The source said, "conthing a woman needs to know science must be instructed.
to help find, keep, and enjoy Conscience has to be formed in
the right job.
relation to the law of the
The State Department of Lib- church".
raries, aware of the wide varThe cardinal Friday joined a
iety of publication written es- number of Roman Catholic the
pecially for women, has compil- °logien
contradicting Pope
ed a selected listing of 90 books Paul VT's ban on the use of
publications
agovernment
and
artificial birth control. He
vailable.
spoke on a television interview
Women authors predominate pr-gram.
the bibliography; however, 46 "It could happen easily . .
male authors and co-authors are that a couple might say consciincluded.
entiously. I am ouite sure that
Titled "The American Wo- this artificial birth control is
men", the booklet includes tit- the right thing for me to do,"
les of publications on child Cardinal Heenan said.
care, religious training for the 'Then they must follow their
family, choosing a career, re- conscience"
creational activities, and others. The couple would continue
The publications are all avail- to receive the sacraments of the
able through local libraries.
church, he said It was the first
Copies of "The American Wo- known individual interpretation
man" are available free to or- of Pope Paul's ban from a perindividuals son of such high rank in the
and
ganizations
from. Mrs. Marie Humphries, church.
The Commission on Women, Cardinal Heenan said artifiCapitol Annex. Frankfort, Ky., cial contraception may be un40601.
necessary in the near future,
Selections include:
anyway, and cited possible dan"American
Women:
The gers of the birth control pills.
Changing Image", edited by
"I believe that in these days
Beverly Benner Camara. Eleven when we can transplant hearts
contributors express their vary- and fly to the moon, it should
ing opinions about the struggle be possible for doctors and scifor women's rights.
entists to discover a very easy
"A Wife Is Many Women", way of determining precisely
by Doris Fleischman Bernays, what ix a safe period in a wois a witty, truthful account of man's fertility cycle." he said
the rewarding, challenging, but
bewildering
often
interests
Wallis.
common to ill women.
"Parents Without Partners", "Helping Your Child Improve
by Jim Egleson and J F. Egle- His Reading", by Ruth Strang
"Understanding
Children's
son, is a constructive guide de
signed to help single parents Mar" by Ruth E. Hartley, L. K
understand and solve their pro- Plank and R. M. Goidenson.
Finally, the motives underlyblems.
"Children and Their Parents", ing the efforts of American woby Suzanne Strait Freinon, men in so many areas of enseeks to help parents of adoles- deavor are carefully analysed
cents discover how to bridge in the publication, "Why Wothe gap between the generations men Work", by the Women's
Bureau, U. S. Department of
with a two-way teach-in.
"385 Table Graces for the Labor, Washington, D. C,
Christian Home", by Charles L. 1967.
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He quoted Baroness Summer MtWit
skill, a former minister off B
tain's National Health Insurante System. as saying the pill
should be banned until more
thorough testing determines StA
long-range effects.
Cardinal Heenatis interviewer, David Frost. suggested that
some day
may become Pope
cardinal re
plied that he hoped not —care"Bfuutl
If so, I will be very
shout writing encyclicals."
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Murray State Romps Over
TROUBLE FOR SEC Carson Neuman 76 to 61

ACC WILL MAKE

SPORTS

KNOXVILLE UPI - Tom Gilliam, editor of the University of
Tennessee student newspaper, thRon Johnson, - Murray State
UPI Sports Writer
ought it was all a prank-but last
By O'NEIL HENDRICK
By MICHAEL A. HOLTON
pulled ahead after the first
By JOE CARNICIILLI
night he found out that he and his
UPI Sports Writer
their
into
rolled
State
Murray
s....)re cf 38 to 34.
Gene McCutcheon, Sports Editor
The Atlantic C.;ast Canfer- fourth straight win by beating half by the
• NEW YORK fun — UCLA newspaper staff really are invitThe Racers shot 47% from
has no equal in college beget- ed to play in the Cotton Bowl.
ence, which abs)rbs beatings Carson-Newman College by the
Eagles 44`;,
O ball.
from the Southeastern Cmfer- score of 7 6 to 61. Carson-New- the field edging the
And he's worried, but still
shot an
That's the decision voiced to- ready to go if he can round up
ence each foAball season, is man is ranked among the top but Carson-Newman
the free
from
83%
amazing
day by the 35-member United the manpower needed to play a
on
revenge
exacting its annual
teams in the NAIA College Dithrow line to beat Murray's
Coacher squad from the University of
Press International
the basketball court.
vision and won the Eastern
66% at the free stripe. The
Board. vrhich imanlinously list- Texas student newspaper in regSEC
the
ACC
met
has
teams
AthState
Volunteer
Division
Smith
Mayo
NEW YORK UPI leading scorers for the game
ed the Bruins as the top college ulation football combat - tuBIsn't a talkative type who's alw- five times so far this young letic Conference championship were Tommy Everette and Les
basketball team in the nation. e1pment and eleven man tackle.
only
lost
cage
have
and
season,
year.
Nat
ays in the midst ofsome controvSpitzer with 19 points apiece
defending
UCLA,
NCAA, "I'll put it this way," the senone encounter, that a one-paint
The Racers had a tough time
The Cailcrway County Christ- field Cardinals and Berton and ersy. He's a soft-spoken, quiet
The top scorers for the Racers
champion and unbeaten in threel
Clemson.
over
ry
vict
ISC
beating the zone set up by the
ior journalism major from Nash- mas Tournament pairings have Calloway County will meet in guy who describes himself as
were Claude Virden and Hector
• games this season, beating some
CaroNorth
Second-ranked
Eagles but with the accurate
Ville said, "The Daily Beacon been released by Tournament the nightcap.
being a "bland" person.
Blondett with 16 points apiece.
of the nation's leading powers,
the
SEC
lina
has
the
tormented
and
Young
Jim
of
shooting
the
play
to
wants
certainly
staff
officials at Calloway County
But Smith has proved his way
Heading the rebounding for the
Wednesday night's winners
maximum 330
received the
most—humiliating the SEC's
Texan staff In this game, High School.
game was Claude Virden with
will meet in the first game Fri- can be successful, too,Smith was two top teams, fourth-ranked
points in the first week's bal- Daily
of the U-T stud- The first round of the tour- day night and Thursday night's voted the American League Man17 rebounds followed by Ron
loting for games played through but three-fourths
Kentucky and Vanderbilt. Duke
ents have already gone home and nament will take place on Wed- winners will play in the se- ager-of-the-Year by United Press
Johnson with 14. Johnson came
Sunday.
added
have
Carolina
South
and
up with 12 points but fouled
International for directing the to ACC laurels, scalping AlaNorth C,aroiins captured se- the rest are sweating out final nesday, Decetnber 18, and the cond game.
finals will be held Saturday,
Friday night's winners will Detroit Tigers to their first wor- bama and Auburn respectively.
out the second game in a row
cond easily, taking 31 of 33 se- exams,
21.
mid-way through the last half.
meet for the championship Sat- ld championship since 1945. Smicond place votes arid 41124.915114 "We weren't notified of this December
North Carolina's victory over
The first game in the upper urday night and the losers of th, who finished his second seasThe Murray State Freshman
309 points and oudistancing until Last Friday, and then we
night was
Monday
Vanderbilt
beat the Bethel Freshman by
Davidson No. 3 by close to 140 thought it was a prank at first," bracket will pit Bee:Eland a- Friday night will meet in a on as Tiger manager in 1968 aft- by a 22-point margin, 100-78,
gainst Hickman County and consolation game.
the score of 74 to 70.
he said.
points.
er being fired by two National and was the Commodores' secMurray State will play BradGame time for the first game League teams in the'50s, receiv- ond lopsided defeat in the Tar
Paul Wallace, a spokesman Wednesday night's second game
• Kentucky was fourth, New
will find Murray High play- each night is 7:00 p. m. and for
By United Press international ley University December 11 at
Mexico was ranked fifth and for the staff of the Daily Texpoll Heel state. Third-ranked DavidUPI
a
in
votes
20
the
of
ll
ed
Unbeaten Western Kentucky the Murray State Field House.
ing South Marshall.
the second game is 8:30 p. m. of sportswriters around the nat- son beat Vanderbilt 101-84 Sato Villanova was lieted in sixth. an, said the group has obtained
The second night's action
got its sternest test of the
Admission will be $1.25 for ion.
Notre Dame took the No. 7 permission to play the game in
urday night.
young season, Middle Tennesstars off with the Carlisle Co- adults and 75 rein for sturanking, followed by Cincin- the Cotton Bowl on New Year's
In other action Monday night,
Ralph Houk, who led the New
pLayinit
lost its first game of th
Comets
unty
the
Maysee
MURRAY STATI
dents.
nati, Purdue and Kansas.
Eve - the night before the real
York Yankees to their first fin- Georgia defeated Alabama 80- year and Murray State ane
figni-•Urn-a viz tit
5-15
Virden
6-7
16
17
St. Bonaventure led the se- Texas-Tennessee contest In Dal
73,
State
to
Mississippi
lost
since
division
first
in
the
in
ish
7-9
Blonde tt
3-3
Morehead notched easy wins
10
II
cond 10, edging Duke and Hou- las.
68-59
Samford
and
trounTulane
5-13
Johnson
2-9
12
14
1964 even though they had the
Ohio Valley Conference cage Street,'
3-7
1-i
'7
0
ston. Western Kentucky was
ced
Rice
108-88.
Wallace said Texas coaches
worst batting attack he piloted
0-0
Funneman
2-3
1
2
action Monday night.
14th, followed by Santa Clara, have agreed to furnish the equip5-9
Young
3-4
The only game on tonight's
13
2
Oakland to sixth place,received
Western, the nation's 1411 Romani
0-1
2-3
2
0
New Mexico State and Detroit. ment and the Dallas Press Club
Southeast
schedule has Miami ranked team, downed St. Fran- Stocks
3-6
7
1-6
8
three votes. Al Dark-Mtlevelsuid
820
1144 10-341 41
Tetall
76
LaSalle.
b Ohio State and Dayton tied for has agreed to sponsor the conRowland Refrig.
THUSDAY NIGHT MIXED
We- received two votes and Earl We
cis 70-68 at Bowling Green for
CARSON-NEWMAN
791
18th and Southern California test. Gilliam said he plans to
Vanderbilt made it a game
Johnson's Grocery
fm-a ttiwa rb. to
DOUBLES LEAGUE
at Baltimore
its fifth win when 7-foot Jim Muil
6-6
2-8
10
8
• completed the top 20 listing.
782 aver, who took over
with the powerful Tar Heels for
Murray Beauty Salon
Week of Nev. 21, 1%$
talk with Vol athletic department
McDaniels made a three-point Sevilla
the
led
and
break
3-4
4-52
All-Star
the
11
at
6
a while—leading 40-39 at interUCLA, seemingly better than today and solicit their support. Team Standings:
High Team Game WHC
7-8
6 i0
2
19
Everette
W. L.
play with 33 seconds remaining. Spitzer
finishplace
second
a
to
Orioles
14
3-5
19
1
1036
But
Rettig.
mission.
ever, rolled past Purdue, Ohio
North
Carolina
Rowland
35
9
The Texans challenged the Be- Redbirds
13
4
0-0
Murray, after a nip-and-tuck Boling
2
98'7 es, got one vote.
came back to outscore Vandy
State and Notre Dame, three acon as an answer to the Beac- Spares
0
0-0
61
0
Murray Beauty Salon
11
33
first half, rolled past Carson- Cole
0
0-0
0-0
Morten
965
in
61-38
the
teams ranked in the top 20,
second half. Dick Newman 76-61, Morehead blast13 Johnson's Grocery
31
61
11-44 11-13 14
Totals
on's offer to bet its oldest ty- Reapers
Score by halves
Grubar and Bill Bunting each
easily in its first three games.
High Team Series (Scratch)
GILBERT HURT
22 22
ed Kentucky State 116-86 and SISU
pewriter and a coonskin hat ag- Pin Boaters
38 3S-76
2292
The Bruins, with a talented ar22 22 Johnson's Grocery
34 71—el
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Christmas Stocking

FILLED WITH TOYS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Va. Tech, Ole Miss
Prepare For Liberty
BLACKSBURG, Va. UPI -Quarterback Al Kincaid returned to
the Gobblers Monday as Virginia
Tech and Mississippi worked to
patch up battered teams for the
il$Liberty Bowl game Saturday at
Memphis.
Tech coach Jerry Claiborne
said it was Kincaid's first full
workout since he received a severe charley horse in Pie South
Carolina game Nov. 16.
LeOli Felts, who suffered a
broken *w against Mississippi
State, is expected to play for
Mississippi but defensive back
dr ay Heidel and wingback Vernon
Studdard, both with injured hang cis, are questionable.
Rebel coach John Vaught said
injuries to his sophomore-laden
team made the task difficult.
"Virginia Tech is tough" said
Vaught. "That bunch has changed
from what they were doing the
first part of the year. They're
a different football team now."

Victor Olazahal and ('heater Martin prepare to hang the huge Chr
/iste-er
view
to
public
in the bank lobby.
mas stocking for the

NEW YORK—Den Moaner& New York Jets end, lands upside (Irma after receiting pa',s
teem quarterback Joe Nemeth is fast quarter of game against Cincinnati. The pass cal good
.
far a king gala arid added isNiaynarres lifetime total of eann-plus ards gained He held,
all pro records for most irtiage gained ha ends.
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kiss and has the time to carry
them out. The 4-H leadership
program helps members assume real-life, adult-like roles
and nearly 150 thousand youth
are presently taking advantage
of the program. The potential
leader may help plan the local
4-H Club's program, lead a
small project group or assist
•
with exhibits and rallies. To
share in experiences of learnWiLlIAMS
ing to become a leader — something useful for a lifetime —
Among the plants relating to enough to keep the plant
Join the 4-H leadership proChristmas, one of the most healthy. It needs a dormant
gram. — Mrs. Dean Roper.
is the so-called period after flowering.
interesting
•• •
It is easy to propagate. Cut
Christmas Cactus.Although it is
The Alice Waters Circle, Mn.
WHAT IS DISCIPLINE? — a member of the cactus family, branches at least six inches long,
C. B. Ford. chairman. presented the Christmas program at
Discipline is often a misunder- It is actually one of succulents. as a shorter one will take su
the December general meeting
stood term. Many think it is a It is a native of Brasil where it much longer to reach bloomine,
of the Women's Society o
set of rigid controls imposed grows in the crotch of a tree size. Let the cut portions dry foe'
Christian Service of the Pint
upon a person. Others think it where moss and leaves have a few days before planting, the!,
our
stability,
family
of
Prices
apparel
:mproving
to
continue
United Methodist Church.
set in a five inch pot with good
Is something put on children made a spot of humus.
family
competence,
slowly
though
consumer
rise
unevenly,:
Mrs. W E Moffett, vice-theirIt has soil mixed with leaf mold and
for the comfort and convenplants
most
with
As
also
We
housing.
.vith
and
Muir
some
items
health
remaining!
man was in charge of the proThe Latin word some peculiarities It is not sand. Keep in cool protected
Commissii
the same in price as need to contribute our leader- ience of others.
nearly
program
the
opened
She
gram.
disciplina from which discip- perticuhr about the soil used. A spot and keep a little damp until
those of last year, while others ship abilities to helping solve
the came
with a song, "0 Little Town If
line is derived, implies learn- good sandy loam is suff1c.
rooted. This will take a 'rely
—
problems.
community
up
However,
are
noticeably.
Ann Hum
Frances
Miss
Bethlehem" with
Adults
training.
education,
ing,
time.
short
can
It
just so it is not too rich.
count on the clothing dollar Maxine Griffin.
Sexton at the piano Mrs. Otis
disof
types
certain
undergo
such
•••
cuttings put into
Several
be watered more than most
buying less than it did a year
Brooks read the scripture from
cipline in their training and cacti. But lighting is knportant. a slightly larger pot will grow
ago. New fibers, new blends, What causes a cake to have
the second chapter of Matthew.
need to
,
'
new finishes — all meant to a peaked or cracked top? A education. Children
It will not bloom if it is placed and bloom as one plant encl.
Mrs. C. B. Ford load in prayer.
that is low in shor- learn discipline at a very early In a room where lights are on would make an excellent gift.•
the
fill
—
batter
needs
consumer's
cake
the
discussed
Moffett
Mrs.
plus higher minimum wages, tening or has been overmixed age so that they will become until ten or eleven o'clock. It Their bright colorful blossoms.
thane of the program, "Thy
of the famto higher costs of may form a peak while baking. accepted members
contribute
needs a long night and a short growing in such profusion are
sewas
Light Is Come." She
ily and society. Discipline is
(baking
delightful to behold. My own
lenvening
—
Mrs.
clothing.
C.,
little
Catherine
Too
day to do its best
Listed by Mrs. H. T. Waldrop.
to
learning
than
more
nothing
Thompson.
powder or soda) or too much
the tiny pink buds plant had forty-five blooms last
After
A lovely candlelighting serproto
and
control themselves
• ••
flour may also cause a peaked
segments Christmas and stayed lovely
vice was held. The candles were
be- appear on the ends of
the top crust vide guidance so that their
of
a
Make
more
yourself
pleaj
Cracking
top
in and through the entire holiday
brought
be
may
pate,
it
then
joy.
faith.
of
symbol
a
to all.
sent Homemaker! Make the' may result from baking the havior will be acceptable
the hours of light do not bother lemon. So start one now and
goodwill, forgiveness, prayer,
Hamilton.
Miss
—
Irma
work
by l cake in too hot an oven. —
more interesting
text
Christmas reap
your
Itfriendship, service, brotherchanging the way you work or Miss Patricia Everett.
• ••
characteristic is that reward.
hood, and love.
Another
•••
This is —
tt
the place where you work. Add
Those participating were Mrs.
The best of the new mater- they do not tolerate drafts very
• when neighbE
diversions. Sing as you work, Beauty in your home begins
A. J. Kipp. Mrs. Richard Tuck,
used in furniture today well and will often cause buds
ials
•since SUITIM4
turn on the radio, learn poetry, at the windows. Why not learn
A
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us all toget
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through
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As
Mrs. Byron Tolley.
ter design, quality and value. however, the cactus will stand a
Don't pity yourself: count your be offered in each county of
even,
presented her lighted candle at
The plastics have developed in- lot of neglect and
Mrs. Ray Brownfield was hosgreeting car(
blessings! You are doing the the Purchase Area. Telephone to
the altar she related what it
exciting marvels with their mistreatment Few plants are as tess at her lovely home on the
most essential and important your local Home Agent f o r
symbolized, and the group parown special plus qualities. The beautiful as a Christmas C,actu Johnny Robertson Road for the
business on earth! — Mrs. Bar- dates and supplies to bring. —
also offices,
ticipated responsively.
use of molded plastics compon- In full bloom, and they will Kathleen Jones and Jean Baugh
letta Wrather.
other organ':
Mrs. Juanita Amonett
The business session precedents is one of the most import- bloom right at Christmas, if the Intermediate Girls Auxiliaries'
•••
•••
giving is the
e! the program with Mrs. Goa.
ant improvements in furniture rules are kept, especially about cf the First Baptist Church.
PROSome 140 million people —
LEADERSHIP
no denying 1
4-H
dia Curd president, presiding.
production history. Of particu- the light they receive.
MISS DIANA LEE LOSSNEW
or 7 in every 10 Americans — GRAMS TRAIN TEENS FOR
New Year's
Minutes of last meeting were
lar significance in the use of
The event was a potluck supWhen blooms drop, withhold
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vid
beverages
read. The reports of commitin
these
furniture
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materials
water gradually until plant is per and study of the mission,
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quite
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nounce
engagement and approaching marriage of their eld- reports Secretary of Agricul- is a born leader". The 4-H ormade. Mrs. Curd announced the
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taught by Mrs. Ray Moore, dirof camaradei
January general meeting will est daughter, Diana Lee. to Stephen Arthur Lessner. son of Rev. ture, Orville L. Freeman. — ganization isn't going to simpector of the Woman's Mission
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The bride-elect is a junior at Murray State University maburdens and glories of leaderreaders
jo 69to
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Mr. Lossner is also a junior at Murray State majoring in that
leader is an opportunity 4-H
Wesleyan Circle will be In
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hostess.
Tuesday, December 10
cational institutions, women offers any youngster who is
forward steps brought foreign
• ••
physics and mathematics
charge of the program.
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The wedding will be an event of February 1st. Only out- need to focus our attention on willing to assume responsibilThe meeting was dismissed
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party
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AI support the
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mas potluck supper at the borne James Rogers, Mrs. Bernice
to party-givi
vealed.
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of Mrs. Jim Hall at 8:30 p.m.
Wisehart, Miss Donna Shirley,
Louisville A
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and Miss Cindy Humphreys,
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Mrs. Taz H. Lamb of Kirksey
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Mr and Mrs. Chfton
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thodist Church WSCS wW have Inn at one p.m. with Mrs. Cart Gaye Miller, Joyce Wooden,
cidents.
: Mr and Mrs VeAer Orr, Mrs. from the Western Baptist lip.'
a joint meeting at the social Harrison in charge of the ra- Martha Wisehart, Kathy Rogers,
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leaFosIsel Wilson, Mrs. Ronald
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parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
theme of the program taken
Christmas luncheon at the Holi- ers Club will meet at the home
Tempting to.
from "The Methodist Woman".
day Inn at 12 noon. Gifts will of Mrs. Marvin Parks at 11 am.
• ••
friends to 5.
The call to worship and the
be exchanged and sunshine friThe Lottie Moon Girls Auxiwithout over
first speaker was Mrs. Fred
The Licensed Practical Num- liary of the Flint Baptist.
ends revealed.
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Hart with the response by Mrs.
es Association will meet at the Church observed Use week of
Jones.
By Abigail Van Buren
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
prayer for foreign missions at
Holiday Ian at seven p.m
The group sang "0 Little
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the church on December 4 and
lown of Bethlehem" and Miss
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DEAR ABBY: Well, now I've done it'
have its Christmas party and
S.
Thursday, December 12
Ann Herron read the scripture
with my pastor. [You're probably thinking that if you had a exchange of one dollar gifts at
A play entitled "A Lottie
Elm
Grove
Baptist
The
from Matthew 2:1-11 and led in
7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall. Church Woman's Missionary Moon Dream" was presented by
nickel for every woman who thought that, you could retire.1
prayer.
•• •
My question is whether to face my problem by sitting in
Society will meet at the church Lottie Moon GAs for the Junior
The worship center was drapThe Alice Waters, Bessie
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belong
that
thoughts
every
errant
Sunday
with
church
at 1:30 pm. to prepare Christ- Girls Auxiliary of the church.
ed with a red cloth and held
Frost
bedroom, or do I ask for a transfer to a sister congregation? If Tucker, and Maryleona
mas baskets for the shutins.
eleven candles with a tall one
Circles of the First United Mr Visitation will follow.
the latter, what reason do I give for the transfer, as I shall
symbolizing The Divine Light.
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thodist
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I
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Human nature
the home of Mrs. Maurice Hum- have its
dinner meeting at the
background representing faith,
FEELING GUILTY
hoping you'll tell me not to transfer.
phrey, Hazel Road.
Woman's Club House at 8:30
jilf, peace, goodwill, forgive• ••
p.m. Officers will be installed.
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Q — I receive a pension from
the Veterans Administration.
With my November check I received a questionnaire regard
ing my income for 1968 and
A horseback riding trill, 1969. Since my income is what
stretching approximately ten I estimated on last year's quesmiles across Rowan County, is tionnaire, must I return this
proving a popular recreation new questionnaire?
facility.
A — Yes — it is particularly
Success of the trail is due to important that you return the
the efforts of the Rowan Coun- questionnaire you received in
ty Soil and Water Conservation early November.
District.
The VA will inaugurate a
The trail is named the "Can- new pension system on Jan. 1
c!ill and Skaggs Horseback Rid which will raise income limitahag Trail" in honor of two men tions $200 and key pensions to
who spearheaded the project: 4100 variations in income. Thus,
Orville Caudill, district super- the VA must receive your comI local people attended an appreciation dinner for Highways
S
Murrayans Attend
visor of the conservation dis- pleted income questionnaire in
Commissioner William B. Hazelrigg in Mayfield last week. Seated at the front table, facing
trict, and Murvel Skaggs, mem- order to determine how much
Mrs.
and
Thurmond,
Barbara
Edwin
Holsapple,
the camera are Butch Humphreys, Miss
ber of the Fiscal Court.
of a pension under this new
Ann Humphreys. Approximately 150 persons attended the appreciation dinner.
Caudill said, "As many as system you are entitled to rePhoto by Joe Hayden
100 horses and riders have been ceive.
using the trail in a tingle day.
Your questionnaire must be
The trail's popularity surpasses returned to VA by Jan. 15 if
holic liquids—coffee, colorful fru- Doggone Clean
our expectations."
it juices and other soft drinks—
you are to continue receiving
WELWYN. England (UPD —
Free and open to the public, your pension.
long before the party's end, top- When you're three years old
Wilped off with a rich dessert. and three puppies start to get the trail starts at the A. L
Q — Can I receive Veterans
benefits for
AAA says the most important spots on their coats, you come son farm on Ky. 173 and ends Administration
miles
thing is to give guests at least to the logical conclusion: wash at Harlan Perry's, three
flight training under the War
east of Paragon. The trail winds Orphans Educational Montane*
Z.0
an hour's break from party spi- them off.
44w
Which is what Robert Camp- through the Daniel Boone Nat- program? I have my private
rits before they set out for home.
land,
and
Forest
private
ional
pilot's license.
And if a guest has over-indulged bell had in mind when he
following closely the old coun
KUHN BROTHERS Company, Inc., Nashville, Tennessee, based operators of the 55
A — Flight training is not
It is wise to arrange for his dumped the pups, which belong
to a neighbor, into e sink and ty roads.
year old chain of Kuhn's Variety Store and Big K Discount Department Store was recently
approved under the War Ortransportation home as a pass- scrubbed and
scrubbed. ReCooperation among a number phans Educational Aasistance
honored by the General Electric Company. General Electric awarded a plaque to Kuhn's
This is the time of the year enger.
sults: The spots remained
of groups and individuals made Act. Therefore, the VA cannot
for purchasing the 100th million General Electric iron. Pictured at the presentation in
10 when neighbors we haven't seen
We urge all party-givers to
But I bet they're the cleanaddition pay you any benefits for flight
front of Kuhn's office on Sidco Drive are: Mr. John Schooley, Manager of Big K Store,
•since summer yardwork brought be "First A Friend...Then A est Dalmations in England," the trail possible. In
Ser- training
Nashville, Mr. Gus D. Kuhn, Jr., Vice President, Mr. Jack W. Kuhn, President. Receiv.
us all together, suddenly catch Host" to their driving guests— said the neighbor. Mrs. Patricia to the Soil Conservation
the
vice,
U.S. Forest Service,
ing plaque, Mr. Gilbert S. Fox, Secretary, presenting plaque for General Electric is Mr. Art
Q — Once a veteran has been
the spirit of the season—and par- to assure them many happy re- Underwood.
Fiscal Court, Extension Service, granted compensation for a set
Burk, Mr. Buddy &mead of General Electric, end Mr. William Fink, buyer of small electrics.
ty invitations tumble in with the turns.
Northeast Area Development, vice-connected disability, does
In back row are Mr. Carl L. Goldstein. Treasurer, and Mr. Simon S. Weil, retired President.
greeting cards.
Morehead State University and he receive it for the rest of his
Not only the neighbors, but
various individuals have work- life regardless of his income?
ST. THOMAS. Virgin Islands
A fresh coat of paint is apalso offices, factories, clubs and
The flashes of fireflies are , UPII — Although they were
For Artistic Cribs
ed on the project.
payments
every
plied
seven
about
years+
Compensation
—
A
other organizations decidepartycourting signals beamed to find Danish colonies until 1917, EngDETROIT (UPI —The
An average summer thunDonations were received from
giving is the thing to do. There's derstorm produces 50 times the American Christmas Crib So- many companies and individ- do not depend on income, but to the Eiffel Tower in Paris.
a mate in the darkness.
lish always has been the predisthe
of
nature
the
on
• • •
▪ no denying it, from now through energy of the first atomic ciety was founded in 1925 for uals in Rowan County. The Ro- rather
veiling language throughout
conSome
disability.
Smokey Says:
New Year's day, more alcholic bomb, says the National Geo- the promotion of artistic wan County Fiscal Court match- ease or
the Virgin Islands. The reason
subject to
be
would
more
made
ditions
is
into
Cotton
in
Christmas
cribs
churches,
graphic
in
I beverages will flow
moreplacis that most overseers at Daned the money that was donated. change while others would reWON CREATURES SUFFER
• • •
kinds of products than any ish-owned sugar
homes and public places.
es than at any other time of year.
.plantations
WHEN FOREST FIRES RUN
fabric.
other
static.
main
The
world's
society
maintains
the
the
is
Australia
were English, Scottish or Irish.
While we're very much in favor
WILD'
to
subject
conditions
oldest
On
on
only
library
in
this
and
subject
flattest
of camaraderie and genuine good smallest,
Sunflower leaves provide change, the veteran might be
the United States, says the
neighborliness, we also want our continent.
"Encyclopedia of Associations" fodder --for livestock, the petals examined periodically, and his
readers to enjoy the best of healpublished by Gale Research Co. a prilltant yellow dye and the compensation adjusted accordth in 1969.
seFds high-grade cooking oil.
of Detroit.
ingly if his condition has chang
That's why we're asking party
ed.
people to keep the safety of their
Bulova
Artcarved
# veteran may reopen his
Ai guests uppermost in mind—especWatches IJUO
Diamond Rings
claim at any time by submitt•F tally their driving guests. We
ing new and material medical
& support the realistic approach
evidence to the VA. This evidto party-giving suggested by the
ence could also change a preLouisville Automobile Club thrvious static rating made by VA.
ough its "First A Friend... Then
:171161k
,
4111
A Host" campaign aimed at re• • •
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borders
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We
wildfire strikes!
tive North Americans.
re first a friend to your driving
guests you'll help them to reckon
w with any bottledhollday cheer you
•serve. The first role is to refrain
from forcing drinks on motoring
guests.
Having plenty of starchy foods
around during the party tends to
ADVISER Dr. Lee A.
cut down on the toasting and to SCIENCE
Dubridge, California Instimoderate the effects of alcohol,
tute of Technology president,
Tempting foods also enable your
looks pleased in New York
friends to stay with the party
at the announcement he will
& without overdoing it on the bevbe President-elect Nixon's
• erages.
science adviser. He will be
Another suggestion is to serve
'I
on leave from Pasadena.
a variety of attractive non-alco-
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Frank Borman during training In the Apollo Mission Simulator.

SENSORS AND SIMULATORS
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Doing their part in helping to control erosion. Highway denuded raw road banks continue to be one of the largest eroding damaging areas in Graves County, L. W. Murdock, Chairman of the Graves CountySCDSupervisors,on left and the boys
of the Paradise Friendly Home are planting pine trees on these
roadbanks on Highway 97 going by their home.
•

•
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Hard work pays off in conservation. L. W. Murdock, SCD
Supervisor, second from left is showing the Paradise Friendly Home boys the fruits of their labor where pine trees were
planted 3 years ago on raw,eroding, dagOlking road banks. This
was a cooperative project between L. W. Murdock, Paradise
Friendly Home boys, the Graves County Soil Conservation District, Soil Conservation Service, Kentucky Division of Forestry, Kentucky Degertment of Highways, and the landowners adjoining the highways.
This is a splendid example of what cooperation and everyone
putting their shoulder to the wheel can accomplish.

By JOHN C. KRANER
Central Press Science Writer
THE SUCCESSFUL launch of three men atop thousands of
tons of steel and aluminum on a 500,000-mile journey to the unknown is what we see on our TV sets.
This alone is impressive, but the behind-the-scenes program
that made it possible is so massive and complex as to rank
among the largest team efforts ever undertaken by man.
The advance of today's computer technology that can simulate in the lab the thrust and reaction of an untested engine to
th,e_physigjcignc„gLeffen.t.ot pa. aaLrcautut's.b.lciact.pressure..c.hange is
considered a contributing factor in the rapid drawing-board -tolaunch-pad success of the U.S.
space program.
will have had two years of
By using computers to com- training, 50 hours a week, mostpress time, NASA systems en- ly at the Manned Spacecraft
gineers were able to calculate Center. There's good reason:
production schedules and inven- they will be responsible for a
tories of hundreds of contrac- $282 million rocket-spacecraft
tors supplying millions of parts that cost $45 million to launch
Simulators, computers and
for the Saturn 5. Apollo, and
electronic and mechanical senground support sites.
At Mission Control in Hous- sors have played an important
ton is the largest assembly of part in their training. The Space
television switching equipment Center's Building No. 5 houses
in the world: 140 command con- the Apollo Mission Simulator
soles, 384 TV receivers, 60 feet where Frank Borman and his
of giant wall screens and 136 crcw have spent many days flycameras from which any of ing to the MoWanIrback while
2,000 different pieces of stored encountering every type of coninformation can be transmitted ceivable emergency.
. • •
within three seconds.
THE AMS IS a replica of the
The information is in the form
of data displays, graphs, charts actual spacecraft, containing all
and maps on 25,000 35mm cod- panel controls and complete
ed slides, all controlled by
life-support systems with biosensors. Visual and acoustical
master computer.
• • •
effects make it all seem so real
THE LAUNCH of .he Apollo- that heartbeat and nervous sysSaturn actually begins in Cam- terns react.
Each of the four digital cornbridge. Mass., at the M.I.T. Instrumentation Laborator y, putersatinning the replica are
where a staff of three hundred capable of performing 500,000
under direction of C. Stark mathematical operations per
Draper, program and record on second. The TV visual systems.
magnetic computer tapes the nine tons of optical equipment,
electronic commands that will can project celestial space in
automatically laupch the rocket, color so accurately that the
separate the stages and brief cl-ew can practice star navigathe Apollo on -board computer lion and lunar orbit transfers
When Apollo 8 lifts off froth
about the trip ahead,
The 500,000 mile "Trip-Tik" Pad A of Complex 39 three men
on tape is delivered to Complex of space will be betting their
39 three weeks before launch lives on the combined solutions
so that all concerned can run of the most complex math probthrough a simulated rehearsal. terns ever solved . . by a coin Before they ride the elevator . puter.
to the top and enter the Apollo
‘ef.ite r•strii the three-man teani
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Be Friend
First,Then
A Host

tuna

STANFORD, Calif. - Tony Siclliano, a 19 year old Stanford
University student, summing up
the male reaction to a university
approved design for living that
permits men and women to live
In the same fraternity house:
"Nobody's leaving because of
It. Besides, the girls make cookies every once in a while."

LOST AND FOUND

recommends serving rich and
WASHINGTON - The report of
starchy foods at parties where the National Commission on Violalcoholic beverages will be serv- ence, commenting on its investiged. Such foods help both to mod- ation into the reaction by Chicago
erate the effects of drinking and police to the disorders at the1968
to reduce the amount of alcohol Democratic National Convention:
guests might otherwise consume "To read dispassionately We
"to stay with the party."
hundreds of statements describSubstituting coffee, soft drinks ing at first hand the events cif
and dessert for cocktails- at Sunday and Monday nights Aug.25
least an hour before the end of and 26 is to become convinced of
the party-helps a great deal, what can only be called a police
too," according to Geleynse,"by riot,"
giving drivers a longer break
• • •
before they get behind the wheel," AAA advises: Make it None Tusk is a powerful fermentfor the road to assure your ed rice wine served by the Dyak
tribe of Borneo.
guests many happy returns.

Your holiday house party is
NEW DUPLEX, two bedrooms, LOST in vicinity of Murray
more likely to end happily this
air-conditioner, dishwasher, dis- High, a diamond princess ring.
year if you follow several serving
posal, range, tile bath, paneling Call 753-4663. Reward. D-10-C
suggestions offered by-of all peand carpet throughout. One
ople-the safe driving experts of
block from Murray State Uni- LOST: 2 BIRDOGS. One lemonthe Ameican Automobile Assocblackmale;
one
setter,
eared
Part or full time for lucre versity and Robertson ElementOLIVER 80 Tractor and 12 foot
iation.
re$100.00
eared
with
specks,
erg. Occupancy date, January
disc, plow and trailer, $300.00. kive field of investments by
C. P. Geleynse Executive Vice
ward. Call Wallace Lassiter 40(.1
to
10.
Phone
753-7550
after
SEC
Broker-Dealer.
D-13-C
Phone 436-5444.
President of the Louisville Auto8635 or John Latimer 498-8729.
5:00 p.
mobile Club, said that an effort
D-12-C
Full tratmng, triage bene
GOOD TAPPAN range, copperis
underway to lower the large
AVAILABLE
January
1,
2
outstanding
earnings
Ms,
New
PUZZLE "Ai"' Y.sterdal I Purl'.
asteriYear
Perennial
', tone, almost new. Will
bedroom trailer on private lot.
NEW YCRK - Roving AmbassNEW YORK (UPI) - The number of after-party traffic accsk `ice Cheap. Also one 9 x 19 with advancements.
nna OBRU 0311
Couples only. Call 753-2551.
ador W. Averell Harriman, voi- "New Year's Ball" on the flag- idents that occur each year by ur5-Dropsy
ACROSS
OMOO WOMB 010Q
v rug, patterned. Only about two
A
President"First
D-10-C
6
cing
his
ging
party-givers
be
-Physician
belief
that
to
000009
1
For
Interview
can:
W.
L.
pole
atop the Allied Chemical
00
weeks old. Call 753-8363 in day1.River in
(abbr.)
ROG BOO WO
D-10-C Render at 753-5986 between NICE SLEEPING rooms for elect Richard M. Nixon will re- Tower In New York City's Friend-Then A Host" to driving
France
time.
7-Faroe Islands
U000 GiVe BUM
1:00 p. m. and 8.00 p. in.
place him and his colleagues as Times Square has been lowered guests,
6-Engine
whirlwind
boys, 1 block from campus. Call
MOO DMO BOO
TWO AKC Registered Bows. Tuesday; and 9:00 a. in. to
negotiators at the Paris peace to mark the arrival of the New
Geleyiase said the first step Is 11-looked at
8-Sailor (colloq )
013 3000MOM 03
7534425 or 753-5982. Jan-13-C
intently
Year each year since 1908, with obvious, "don't push drinks on
9-Mixture
talks on the Vietnam War:
One female, 2 years old, fawn, 8:00 p rya Wednesday
MOO MOO DMR
12-Trader
D-11-C FURNISHED basement, newly
housebroken. One male 114
Immo MMO DODO
"I think it would be wise for the exception of the World War guests who are driving."He also 14-River in Siberia 10-Feast
Strength
ii
II blackout years of 1942 and
OW UNE OUg
years old, brindle. Both exceldecorated, electric heat. Phone the president-elect to select his
15-Woody plant
13-Evaluated
1943. The six-foot alunonum
PNUROM BEM on
lent with children. Must sell
753-3198.
own team to carry on."
17-European
16-Lampreys
rcri SMOO UMW
bail is lighted with 180 light
capital
Immediately. Phone 753-4864.
19 Sword
enrii C2C7010nnri
bulbs and weighs about 100
18-Existed
ROOM for rent, phone 753-3687.
21 Obtains
D-10-P
NOTICE
pounds.
letter
20-Greek
D-11-C
22-Rugged
HOLLYWOOD, Fla, - Patrol52-Music:
23-Grain
37-Cancels
mountain crest
HANDMADE PRESSED flower EVERY MONDAY night, 5:00
man Tom McGuire, reporting to
as written
24-Greenland
38-Cease
ONE
-BEDROOM
25-Damages
furnished
apartgold
oval
arrangements in
p. at. Ici 10:00 p. in., % fried
settlement
54.Posed for
40-More beloved
27-River ducks
ment, available January 1, 1969, Sgt. Chuck Fulton as the two beframe. Lovely Christmas gift. ebieken,
The
potatoes,
people
of
whipped
Rio
de
26-Wideawake
Janeiro
portrait
Weird
41.
30-Caudal
D-12-C country gravy, cole slaw, rolls one block from college cam- gan a search of a dead widow's are known as Cariocas.
Phone 753-7754.
28-French article
57-Teutonic dolt.
appendages
44-Encomium
pus. Couples only. Phone 753- home that later turned up a $2.25
• • • .„
58-Prefix: down-.
29-Contradict
32-Choice
47 College
and butter, $1.00. Holiday Inn,
=3.
SALLY'S in-laws coming She
60-Symbol for
official
TFC million fortune:
31-Saturated
34-Chair
The National Park Service
Hwy. 041 South, Murray, Ky.
tellurium
tacket
49-Short
car36-Balance
the
of
time
"Hey sergeant. This woman takes care of 27.5 million
33-Periods
didn't fluster-cleaned
acres
Dec -1C 2-BEDROOM Trailer. Electric
35-Heavenly body
had a little money."
pets with Blue Lustre. Rent
7 111 9 10
5 .•014:6
of
3 4
parkland.
kilX
1
2
36-Social
electric shampooer $11. TM- ELECTROIXIX SAM & See- haat, reasonable rent. Call 753gatherings
TFC
12
D-14-C Nee, Box ILI Murray, Ky., C. 3005 after 4:00 p. in.
• well's Paint Store.
39-Om it from
)11*:
ill
pronunciation
3O&111711.
Phone
K. Sander&
ROOM
for
rent
for
boys
Kit.
oret0
17
14
16
*
*
*
we
Sue's
fashion
colors
• NEW
42-Preposition
14fturrilk, Ky.
H-Dec.-24-C then privileges. Located 1008
:•:.*.4.
4 2
delight. She keeps her carpet
43-Venting tablet
illiag..
*:23
:
.1 9
.;;
18
45-Pintail duck
colors bright-with Blue Lus- SPICIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT- Sharpe Street. Phone 753-6638.
LAM
D
-16-C
46-A
state
(abbr.)
/dB 28
tre! Rent electric shampooer Murray Woman's Club cook25 4
:1 $126
24
48-Scarf
ligkg
$1. Western Auto Store. D-14-C books and Kentucky scenic TWO-BEDROOM furnished a50-Organ of
32
29
"
Call 436-2345 or 753- partment, available January 1.
hearing
• all•
14....•
DOGS
BEAGLE
the age to 441)8 for information. Dec.-19-C Call 753-3106.
51 -Petitions
SM*5:
Will:PX•35
D-12-P
'a:•ii•i• 33
train to hunt. $15.00 each. Cody
.1‘•••
4555t4
-Jko.o
53 Vessels
10IDs:.2eis!
io ill
Adams, phone 489-3512.
36 37
POODLE CUPPING and groom55-A state (abbr.)
ov.
D-12-NC ing. Phone 753-3688.
56-Puffed up
D-O-C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALO
;4
43
45
44
42
,
59.5j
II
sees
• USED BLACK and white tele61.Trap
NOT1C11
NIXON AIDE .Col. James D.
THREE ROOM house, closed in
49 mg, 50
62-Go in
„, vision, your choice, $50 each. ALL ACCOUNTS with L. & R. porch, % bath, new roof, outHughes abovel will be the
g*IM
Wit
46•
'•••Wieil
l& Leach's Music & TV, Dixieland Shell Service at Hazel not paid building, on two acres of land,
54 El55
51
president's senior military
52 !VV.
DOWN
!AWN
13-11-C by January 1, 1969 will be sub- on good road at Cherry Corner.
Shopping Center.
aide in the new administraan
1-Refund
l61:::::;: 59
1% per month carry- House being painted. Priced
tion.
The much-decorated
11
NEW REMINGTON Model 870 ject to
ame44
2-Pronoun
on
that
charge
effective
...:
ing
753-5092.'
753-5872
or
46,
a
native
of
Balmright.
Call
Hughes,
AV
61
3-Worthless
pump shotgun, 20 gauge, imW. L. Calhoon. D-10-F
leaving
D-11-P
ville, N.Y., has been director
proved cylinder. 0a/1 753-8106 date Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 10
4-Roman tyrant
of safety for USAF at LindD-12,-C GM' RID of pests, they won't ERICK ROUSE; time bedrooms,
after 6:00 p. in.
sey Air Station in Germany.
own.
Termites
go
leave on their
two bathe, custom draperies
GO-CART FRAME vrith 2 motors,
D-12-P right on eating if you ignore and carpet throughout $26,$40.00. Call 753-2997.
them. Kelly's Peet Control Ls the 500. el T47 or appoint•
TFC
FOR SALE OR TRADE: 1967 answer, locally owned and op•Mustang; Gibson amplifier and erated for 20 years. We can be
•
close
to
o
0
00 0 o 0
BRICK,
oO
bass guitar. Call 753-7542 or 753- reached 34 hours a day. If it's TWO-STORY
PEANUTS
0
40()
university, 5 bedTHE
‘
,
and
WIT1-1
o 0 0 .t
town
HERE
I
5TAN2
AG
pest
call
us.
Phone
753-3914.
°
°
°
a
D-16-C
o
1497.
0 0 .
C
•
O 0• 0
0
0
o,
0 0
0.
FALLING GENTLY ALL ARGON()ME,I
Member Chamber of Commerce rooms, 2 baths, screened in '- ..
0
(3
o
0
.
0
0 00 0 :".
753-3493.
fireplaces,
2
porch,
AFGHAN Phone 7534346.
0
'1111
0
9
0
and Builders Association LCPFEEL 5ORT OF CLOSED-OFF...I GET
• 0
Jan.41-C , °. 0 .0 .
D-1.242 196. Kelly's Peet Control, 100
O 0
.
°
0 a
.
SORT
OF
A.FEEUNG
OF
.0
SECURITY
0 Cr.
0
0
0
0 •
0 .
00
OWNER, 3-bedroom asbesREMINGTON Model 58 with rib So. 13th Street, phone 753-3914.
0 0
O 00
0
0 • 0 0 00
0 p
.
21, 0 ..
0
°
o
H-D-11-C
00
•
0
0
0
000
extra
0 0 0.0
tos shingle house and and
and two safeties. 1966 GMC %.0
O
o
•
•
.•
0
0
0 ° o
0
=2 0
0 °
o
.
0 0 0
0
o ° 0 ° ° 0
lot, 13 miles south of Murray,
ton pickup, V-8 automatic. Call
0 00.
0
00
p
0
0
00
•
n'
• •
O
0
° • 0 e o
0
D-12-.0 I WILL NOT be reaponsible for near lake. $17,000.00. Phone
•753-7139 or 435-5455. 00 .
0
0
0
p
o
0
• 0
0
•
0
.
o
.
6 o
0
0-13-C
any debts other than my own, 496-5444.
.
0 0
0. 9
° 0
*
o •
o
• 1.967 MODEL D-17 Allis-Chaim Harlon Bradley.
•
0. .
0
co
D-12-P
000
0
o
Kingswood
in
130'
LOT
100' x
O ° 0
ere tractor, plow and disc. Also
A 0 *
0
*
0
o o 0 0000
. 00
00
o
0
0 0 •
Subdivision. Priced to sell. Call
000
1960 Ford 2-ton truck. Call 75900
o
0 0
0
0
o
o
°
0
0
HEAR
Franklin
.
0
.
0
o
Puckett
•
0
.
discuss 753-4516.
•
D-14-C 2-10
D-16-P
8615.
"Problems That Divide Us" at
PLEASURE RIDING horse. Gray the West Murray Church of HOUSE FOR SALE-30' x 40'
gelding. Reasonable price. Call Christ on Doran Road this three-bedroom, two-story house
Patricia Ellis, 753-4602. D-12-C Thursday and Friday M 7:30 with basement, on lot 70' a 215',
p. in.
D-1.2-C detached garage, air-condionZENITH 21" TV, attractive lighting, wall-to-wall carpet, custom
colored cabinet, good working
drapes, and fireplace In
IT'S NO
condition. Call 753-4611. D-124
room. One block east of hosSERVKIS OFFERED
pital- and close to school and
Z00
FUN
town, 701 Elm, 753-8825 D-12-C
PLAYING
YOUR ALTERATIONS and
-roeREPAIRS or REMODELING.
ALONE
estimatNr. Call 715314123 AUTOAVINIILIS FOR SAL'
INSURANCE & REAL
-,
Dec.-17.0
or 4354851.
ESTATE & MORTGAG
1982 PLYMOUTH Fury, 4-door
LOANS
sedan, 8-cylinder, straight shift,
NOTICE: We repairs all makes $ante. See at 42 Hales Trailer
Vacuum cleaners, toasters, mix- Court, or phone 753-7827. D-11-P
SPANN a WILSON
20$ S. 4th
Murray, Ky. ers, irons, heaters, all small
appliances Ward k Elkins, 400 1965 LTD FORD with power
Maple
Dec.-26-C and factory air, vinyl top. This
car is in perfection condion in
every respect. Call 753-4518.
D-14-C
pe
0COX HELL DIVER gag pow
‘' plane with extra gas, nev
used, $8.00. Developing and enlarging kit, like new, $12.00
D-1
Phone 753-3616.

Successful Salesman

WANTED

CROSSWORD

•
•

r.. . ,.

...„$$,

:4.,,

WANTED -

Boy to earn up to 19.00 per
week, after school.

at

NIF1

1E:439
of

Excellent paper route now open
at the

36
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Peanuts*

_

...,„

by Charles M. Schulz

i

11

0000o 000
02-7'
.

•
•

by Ernie Busluniller

Nancy

41b

FOR
FREE

•
•

FARMS FOR SALE

CHEVROLET
Bel-Air,
1983
V-8 automatic, good body, good
mechanically. Phone 753-5029.
D-12-P

KENTUCKY - TENNESSEE
155 Acres--ali tillable, on blacktop read math s4 Wing,
priced to sell.
145 acres-en Highway 45, some of the ball land in Graves

149

County. clam into Mayfield.
seree--west el Whigs, IS &era bottom land. under

good fence and priced right
44 acres with modern home south of Wings.
151 acres near Puryeaz. Tennessee, a complete farm in excellent condition.
21 acres Not south of Mayfield. An excellent farm with
development possibilities.
buildings,
43 acres near Water Valley. on blacktop read, no
In sell bank for seven more years.
5 acres in Pryorsburg with small house and outbuilding..
21 acres south of Sedalia with house.' The best small farm

1964 CHEVROLET ration Wagon, V-8 automatic with power.
D-12-C
Call 436-2323

1,
$ AA
-A
•••••••114
1144 5, UnDied Pr••••• 1,Aimeft

•

Abbie 'N Slats

by R.Van Buren
I FOUND OUT WHERE ROWENA
LIVED ABOUT 50 YEARS AGO
- AND GOT THIS SINGLE
EARRING SHE
LEFT THERE.

WHEN I SPOTTED THE FAKE
ROWENA SCRAPPLE I SORIA
LOST MY COOL, I RAMMED
HER CAR, THE FRENCH
COPS CAME, AND...

NIGHTTIME WAITRESS needed, 5 to 1 shift available, five
days a week. Do not call about
this job but come by the Pal
TFC
ace Drive-In.

In Graves County.
84 acres with barn, south of Wingo-large corn base
21 acres with good house, a hog operation. complete with
ultra modern farrowing home bulk to state spool!Ica-

Lil' Abner

Hons.
watershed lake on property East of Mayfield
with seesembUity to 44 acre lake. All bases on farm.
MO sem at city Limits of Wing*. Practically all creplaasa
with over 1 mile of highway frontage.
2188 acre farm in Trigg County near Barkley Lake that
741 acres

with

has everything including report poosibilities. Owner
will finance.
301 acres on Fancy Farm Highway, west of MayfiekIL
101111 acres excellent farm, good terms. Henry Cosunt7, TOM
MS acres Hickman County, Ky., geed land. leeate4 en

by Al Caw

OPPORTUNITIES
THE PLANK

NOW OPEN

NAIN'T

at

4
Frikr:Ara

GONNA

BE HEAPED w I F

Boone's
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
Phone

main highway. Owner will finance.

Wingo 376-2223 - Mayfield 247-7979
Carl Raidt 3211-5161
James Majors 328-11418

HAIN'T NO FLOCKO"
BIRDS-OUST A HARMLESS
AIRPLANE

DIS
ML-O°447EN

I N'iN ON YUZE,
CLO5
To
DANANAS -DOE

753-2552

Maintenance

'
'
S TH
WHAT

,As?
HN
SA
UN
RA
B

'PRE FREND5 RAT TiN
ON YUZF•
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Man
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ft)

D 10-C
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A DIFFERENT FEATHER]
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1. Presser
2.

HARMLESS-BUT INSIDE ARE BIRDS OF
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arolox4147
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Ken-Bar Decision
Is Seen Next Week

TOMPAY - DE/GEM:BIM 10.1964

•

SEEN 8 HEARD . ..
(Continued From Paps 1)
has 14 vehicles per 100 people
yet their death rate per 100,
^00 registered vehicles is MI 3
Northern Ireland is 15 and
83.1.

•

The
(Continued From Page 1)

working with OVIA us all waThe-omment to make csi the pos.
ter reansgement matters.
-awaited decision on the sib* outcome of the judgment.
Eugene V. Pluck, executive
fale of the Ken-Bar Inn, located If the judgment orders paydirector of the commission, summarized its report based on
near Kentucky Dam Village ment, as one Ken-Bar official
the various governors' replies.
State Park, is expected to be feels it will, the largest priHere is the death rate per
"It is concluded that you
made public sometime next vately-owned lodging facility in
100,000 registered vehicles for Nunn were correct in withdrawweek, according to Nat Itymai the Kentucky Lake-Lake Barkmore countries in the world: ing Kentucky's concurrence to
Hughes, speclal judge in the ley area could be 'old at pubEa
France. 112.9; Switzerland, 153; the proposed federal Ohio Riauction.
aue.
Germany, 159; Netherlands, ver Basin Commission," the reHughes said the attorney, for The Owensboro bank filed a
186; Finland. 261; and Japan port said.
the owners of the inn, Kentucky foreclosure in Marshall County
tops the whole katmocIle with
Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, IlliLake-Lake Bartley Area Devel- Circuit Court in January. The
402.2 deaths per 100,000 regis- nois, Tennessee, New
York,
opment Association and the Cen- case-later was dropped although
Pennsylvania, West Virginia and
tered vehicles.
tral Bank and Trust Co., Owens- the reason for that decision was
Virginia are represented in the
boro, which is foredooms on the not disclosed.
America does many things OVIA by virtue of geographi11123,010 outstanding mortgage, The 144-morn motel was conwrong, but at least they come cal proximity to the Ohio Rivare presently reviewing the judg- structed in 1965 at an estimated
out pretty good in this cate- er and its tributaries.
cost of $1,750.000 arid opened In
ment be made last week.
States which indicated oppogory.
The Murray attorney, appoint- July, 1966 From the first day
sition to federal control used
it
opened
the
motel
was in fiafter,
Appeals
Court
of
by
the
ed
If you want something to break three major reasons for supCircuit Judge James M. Lassi- nancial trouble since the sale of
up that over coffeed feeling porting the Kentucky methodstocks
to
more
than
Le00
perter disqualified himself, said he
interstate waterway managehave some hot tea.
bed no comment to make on sons did not raise enough money
ment-in replying to Nunn's
what decision be bad made un- to finance construction aid
Fixing the toast the other morn- query:
til it ha.., been approved by both leave a sizeable operating capiL. Problems which ariee are
ing and we found the bread in
tal.
sides.
the refrigerator. We asked the easier to solve at the interstate
The circuit judge disqualifiedwife how come she put it there level.
himself because be. along with
2. Federal control could mean
and she reminded us that we
several other political figures
were the last one with the the loss of sovereign water
In the state, are stockholders in
bread. Now, we are wondering rights.
3. Present and past interstate
the company. James Peden,
why we put it in the refrigeratCensus - Adults ... 105
systems have been successful.
Hspkinsvfile, brother of Katbor At least it was fresh.
Census -- Nursery ... 4
At the request of Pennsylenne Peden, is serving as chair- Admissions, December I, 1e61
man of the board. He had so
Mrs. Martha Adams, Route 1, Driving down the highway the vania Gov. Raymond P. Shafer,
Almo; Mrs. Pamela Paschall, other day and folks were driv- a report concurring with interRoute 1, Murray: Miss Ernest- ing around this thing in the state control was forwarded by
ine Murrell. 104 E. Spruce St. highway and it turns out to be Maurice K. Goddard, secretary
Murray; Master Kevin Shep- a bundle of tobacco stalks all' of the Pennsylvania Department
pard, 412 College Crt., Murray; tied with a string. We just of Forests and Waters.
(Continued From Page 1)
Seen Satisfactory
Mrs. Dora Houser, Route 1, stops and put it in the back of
Venable.
"All indications are that this
Basses - Glen Maley, Mark Benton; Mrs. Ava Wilson, 209 the truck and take it home and is a
satisfactory mechanism by
James, Randy Linn, John Ma- Maple Street, Murray; Mrs. stick the stalks around some which
to consider the problems
anybody
knows'
If
Ave.,
shrubbery.
Calloway
Johnson,
Thelma
han, and Gary Ballard.
relevant to river basin areas,"
tobacco
Box
of
Downey,
bundle
they
lost
a
Terry
Murray;
Tenors - Kent McCuiston,
KNOW YOUR CHRISTMAS TREES IS THE MESSAGE FROM THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Goddard said.
Karin Cooper, and Danny Hern- 514 White Hall MSU, Murray; stalks. we'll give 'em back.
C.
W.
Klassen,
secretary
16th
No.
of
2032
4
Joe Tarentino,
e&
the Illinois Sanitary
Water
Iirs Cliff Campbell, program Street, Murray; Floyd Hicks, A male Red Bellied Woodpeck- Board,
forwarded a dissenting
around
on
the
Post
Sanders,
pecking
A.
B.
Route
3,
Murray;
er
chairman, introduced the group
viewpoint
for
Gov. Samuel Shaand expressed appreciation for Route 4, Murray; James Eth- Oak. The female has a little grey piro. His reply
basicaly favorthe lovely program of music. ridge, 902 Elm, Benton: Mrs. rap. This woodpecker does not ed federal
commission which
(Continued From Page 1)
The department presented Gennie Green, 304 South 3rd have a red belly, but does have were "merely
LOUISVILLE Ky (UN) planning agenthem with a gift certificate Street, Murray; Mrs. Mallie a red spot on the top of his cies."
Retiring
US.
Sen.
Thruston
B.
another, and even have the opPerry, Route I. Dover, Tenn.
head.
from Chuck's Music Center
Morton, R-Ky., will assume a
"However, if you study the
portunity to produce saleable
Dismissals
The department cluirmae,
position
of
vice
chairman
composition
of
of these commis- Official notification of the deitems.
Clifton Osborn, Route 2,11a- Notice where some militant
Mrs. Harold Beaman. presided
the
board
of
the Liberty Natsions. the states could easily be funding of operational funds
The Guild has a number of
and Mrs. it IL Carpenter. sec- zel; Mrs. Dorothy McCann," Rt. Negroes at a high school in out-voted by federal
represent- for the Purchase Area Econo- ional Bank and Trust Co. here
patrons who are pleased to be
retary. read the minutes. Com- 2, Kirksey: Mrs. Sherry Ed- Arkansas objected to the use of atives," Klassen added.
mic Opportunity Council was after he leaves the Senate Dec Kentucky burley tobacco sales members just in order to help
wards and baby boy, 755 Pro- the song Dixie at football gammittee reports were given.
Klassen emphasized he was received Monday morning from 16, it was announced today.
Monday as reported by the state continue and expand the Guild,
Plans were discussed for a ject Rd., Murray; Mike Garri- es. Others somewhere else ob- not opposed to federal control
I. W Dobbins Jr., president Department
the Office of Economic Opportfor the uplifting of the comof Agriculture:
rummage sale to be held in son, Route 6, Murray; Master jected to the song Old Black and advocated it for
of
the
bank,
said
Morton
would
better
unity's regional office by Ho!Markets
Pounds Sold Avg. munity, to maintain this outlet
February. Miss Evelyn Bradley, Michael Wilson, 512 Whitnell, Joe.
begin
his
new
duties
Dec. 18.
Ellis of Murray, chairman
Bloomfield
519,794 $74.31 fcr expression, and to give peoa new member, was introduced. Murray; Robert Crouch, Route
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by United Press International
The first secretary of state
was Thomas Jefferson, appointed by President George Washington Sept. 28, 1789.
Motorists are the major
source of country litter, according to Keep America
Beautiful, Inc.

The Black Hills of South
Dakota are not hills, but mountains. some more than 7.000
feet high.
• • •
Construction of the Pyramid
of the Sun near Mexico City
kept, 10.000 laborers busy for
20 years, say archeologists.
•

PUPPY LOVE - A retired
Memphis. Tenn.. judge, Robert G. Kinkle is surrounclleil
by cuddly canine affection as
he starts on. his yearly, selfappointed labor of love. He
spends $100 every year to obtain puppies. at $2 a head,
from the dog pound, and
gives them to children in
the ate,.
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MARK EVERY GRAVE

Since 1894

Murray Marble

Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMOR I ALS
Pert., White - Manager
111 Maple St
753-2512

"The Best In Service . . . Best of Gasoline" trans

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
Acrons from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
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The U.S. Military Academy
at West Point is the nation's
oldest engineering school and
permanent military post.
• • •
Pour out of five of all living
tlaings exist in the sea.
• • •
About 35 gallons of water are
used by the average person
taking a tub bath. against 25
gallons for a shower.
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AILING Robert Taylor, 57,
star of more than 70 movies,
is undergoing lung cancer
treatment in Los Angeles
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The situation
Main streets
same A lot 01
widening th
south, and I
cut back, but
This is still a
good spot

•

In 1790 only one of 20 Americans lived in an urban center,
compared with 14 out of 20 today.
. . •

by United Press International
Burley tobacco prices in Kentucky Monday remained steady
at an over-all average of $74.56
per hundredweight.
The average was 5 cents below last week's, but 26 cents
higher than the season's cumulative average.
Paris posted the day's high
of $75.15 per 100 pounds, while
the low of $72.11 was set at
Paducah
Sales of dark tobacco were
held at two markets Russellville reported an average •• t
$49.01 per hundredweight for
479,838 pounds while Madisonville sold 320,670 pounds at an
average of $43.41 per 100
pounds.
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Hospital Report

A ROMANCE that could have sprouted in the Eisenhower administration is In fun bloom
with the Dec 22 marriage of Julie Nixon and David Eisenhower She, the daughter of
the president-elect, and he the grandson of two-term President Eisenhower. are shown
in front of • big Nixon poster during the campaign
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